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ABSTRACT: There is significant and increasing interest in using the
photothermal effect to record infrared (IR) absorption spectra localized
to volumes that are considerably smaller than the wavelength of
excitation, i.e., subdiffraction imaging. As opposed to conventional IR
microscopy, in which absorption and scattering of the illuminating light
is measured, subdiffraction imaging can be achieved through detection of
the sample’s thermal response to IR absorption-induced heating. While
this relationship has been examined by a variety of coarse-grained
models, a generalized analysis of the dependence of temperature and
surface deformation arising from an absorber below the surface has not
been reported. Here, we present an analytical model to understand a
sample’s thermoelastic response in photothermal measurements. The
model shows important dependence of the ability to record subdiffraction data on modulation frequency of exciting light, limitations
imposed by optical sensing, and the potential to discern location of objects ultimately limited by noise and sharpness of the detecting
mechanism. This foundational analysis should allow for better modeling, understanding, and harnessing of the relationship between
absorption and sample response that underlies IR photothermal measurements.
KEYWORDS: photothermal, spectroscopy, thermoelasticity, super-resolution, infrared, AFM-IR

■ INTRODUCTION
Diffraction and resolving power of optical microscopes are
intimately connected, with this phenomenon often cited as the
default limiting condition for quality of images that can be
recorded. Quantifying resolution by using objective criteria to
characterize the overlap in diffraction patterns has become the
de facto standard for almost all microscopy in the electro-
magnetic spectrum to analyze performance. In its simplest
form, diffraction-limited resolution is the ability to separate
two point sources of contrast in the focal plane of a microscope
with a specific numerical aperture and wavelength of light used
for imaging. Indeed, the same arguments were long made to
understand the limits of resolution in infrared (IR)
spectroscopic imaging1,2 but rigorous analytical models have
helped design new instruments with optimal resolving
power.3,4 Moreover, there are several methods to exceed the
far-field detection performance beyond the limit defined by
common optical components. In the IR, an accessible method
is to increase the numerical aperture by using a solid
immersion lens.5−12 Other common techniques from optical
microscopy can also be adopted such as introducing additional
angular diversity with structured illumination microscopy13,14

using an IR transparent light projector.15

Provided additional information beyond far-field IR
measurements at a single wavelength, sample information
can potentially be recovered beyond the diffraction-limited
resolution. For instance, with IR imaging, two morphologic
units to be separated may not be spectrally identical and
additional, higher-resolution contrast may be available by
considering spectral differences. An important emerging
direction in IR imaging, thus, is to understand the role of
spectral contrast and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the data
and their effect on apparent resolution,16 i.e., information-
limited resolution. Another approach is to use the information
from visible imaging combined with computational methods,
especially the emerging techniques of deep learning, to
enhance IR imaging resolution to match that of a
corresponding optical image.17 This approach, however, relies
on prior information or typical structure extrapolated from
similar samples and may not provide universally reliable
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subdiffraction information with the same confidence as directly
recorded data. Last, subdiffraction imaging, in principle, can
also be achieved for samples with sparsely distributed
absorbers or by using subwavelength specialized reporters
combined with computational techniques to recover their
positions. The computational ability to obtain subdiffraction
localization within the same focal spot using a computational
reconstruction approach has been proposed18 but not yet
implemented.

Subdiffraction IR imaging can also be achieved by reducing
the wavelength of detected light to the visible regime to
measure the consequence of absorption upon illumination with
IR light, i.e., the sample’s thermal response to IR absorption-
induced heating. Photothermal imaging19−24 relies on the
thermal-induced optical changes of the sample and can achieve
optical resolution, which is subdiffraction compared to the
exciting, IR light.25 This approach relies on more complex
instruments and the signal generated depends on the thermal,
optical, and elastic response of the material. Further, an
excellent approach to harnessing similar photothermal effects
for subdiffraction measurements is to use atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to record signals proportional to the IR
photoinduced expansion.26−37 With AFM-IR, the sample is
illuminated with a modulated IR source, which causes periodic
heating upon light absorption, and the local sample response is
sensed using a cantilever with a sharp tip. Hence, this approach
potentially offers resolution up to the radius of the AFM tip.
However, it is not clear whether that limiting performance may
be achievable if the absorber is not close to the surface.32,38

Further, it has only recently become possible to separate the
mechanical and chemical contributions39 to measured signal as
well as to obtain high SNR data using null deflection IR
imaging.38,40 Thus, it becomes timely to examine the limiting
factors underlying resolution when data is not limited by SNR
and other factors.

In this manuscript, we consider photothermal approaches to
subdiffraction IR imaging and seek to develop an analytical
framework that allows us to relate the observed sample
deformation to local absorption. While the recorded photo-
thermal data is a result of both the optical and mechanical
properties of the sample, we focus our modeling efforts here on
improved understanding of the thermoelastic sample response.
Subsequently, the limits imposed by optical or AFM sensing
can be imposed and the performance of the entire setup
estimated. Several studies have examined image formation
using the photothermoelastic response41−43 as well as image
formation in microscopy and nanoscopy.26,28,44 However, an
analytical model to relate an arbitrary distribution of IR
absorbing material in a sample and its impact on achievable
resolution is needed. Here, we provide this analytical model to
predict the thermoelastic response of the sample by an
absorber placed its volume and relate it to image resolution via
spatial frequency analysis of the deformation. Our aim is to
understand the true potential for super resolution imaging,
beyond the sensing limits of optical diffraction or AFM tip
sizes, such that better understanding of image contrast and
future design of high-performance instrumentation is enabled.

■ APPROACH TO ANALYTICAL MODELING OF
PHOTOTHERMAL MEASUREMENTS

Our approach is to seek a piecewise solution for temperature
and motion in an n-layer half space, subject to arbitrary heating
in one layer. Due to linearity of this problem, heating that

spans multiple layers can then be analyzed using a super-
position of individual layer heating solutions that result from
this analysis. This idealized representation is shown in Figure
1a.

Here, layers (labeled L1, L2, etc.) represent different
materials, x is lateral position, ω is the lateral spatial frequency
vector (replaces x when in frequency domain), z is depth, ro is
position vector of the heating function Q, ϵ is expansion, s is
Laplace variable, Gu dz

and G̃udz
are the Green’s functions in

spatial and frequency domain respectively, and δ is the dirac
delta function. Volumetric heat generation Q(ro), induced by
IR absorption or otherwise, is defined as a function of ro = [xo,
yo, zo] and would result in a local temperature increase and
dilation of the sample. This would cause vertical motion of the
surface, ϵ(x, s). Note, because many photothermal methods
utilize heterodyne detection combined with pulsed IR lasers
(i.e., harmonic solutions), we restrict our solutions to temporal
frequency domain using Laplace transform as this offers a
general definition and provides a more natural representation
of harmonic heating. The solution for arbitrary heating
requires defining a Green’s Function, Gu dz

, which relates the
vertical motion of material at any arbitrary position in the half-
space in response to a kernel heat source (i.e., delta function)
at depth zo shown in Figure 1b. Note, if the equations were in
time domain, the delta function (invariant in time and lateral
position) would have the form δ(x)δ(z − zo′)δ(t) where t is
time. After transforming to Laplace domain, this becomes
δ(x)δ(z − zo′) since the Laplace transform of { } =t( ) 1.
This is sometimes called a transfer function (instead of Green’s
function) when applied to time-domain.39 Further, it is also
common to seek a harmonic solution which would fix the
temporal form to a harmonic function δ(x)δ(z − zo′)e−iωt.
Here, we will use the Laplace domain delta function of the
form δ(x)δ(z − zo′). All equations hereafter will be described
in Laplace domain.

Provided a linear system of equations relating Thermoelastic
effects to heating, solving the system for delta heat source
would yield the desired Green’s function.45 For instance, the
general solution for surface expansion can be written as

= G z Q z zx x x x x( , s) ( , , 0, , s) ( , )d du o o oo o oz (1)

The governing equations to derive the spatial form of the
Green’s function Gudz

(x, xo, z, zo, s) written here requires
solving a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) which is difficult
to do analytically. Instead, we seek to develop an analytical

Figure 1. Thermoelastic Green’s Function Geometry. (a) N-Layer
sample between two semi-infinite domains with arbitrary volumetric
heating (shown in layer L2). (b) The same geometry as (a) with a
delta heat source located in L2. (c) The same configuration as (b)
converted to spatial frequency coordinates.
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description by considering an idealized representations that are
reflective of common samples. First, consider that biological
domains often are large (relative to thickness) and have very
similar properties. Thus, our first simplification is to assume
that material properties (except IR absorption) are invariant in
the x coordinate. Due to the film-like geometry, the Green’s
function becomes spatially invariant in x (i.e., Gudz

(x − xo, z, zo,
s)) and we can convert to spatial frequency domain via a 2D
Fourier transform, resulting in form shown in Figure 1c. The
general solution in spatial frequency form becomes the
following

= | | z z z( , s) 2 G ( , 0, , s)Q ( , )du o o oz (2)

Here, we applied the 2D unitary, angular frequency Fourier
transform to the lateral spatial coordinates x assuming the
G r e e n ’ s f u n c t i o n i s s p a t i a l l y i n v a r i a n t ( i . e . ,

{ } =f x x x x( )g( )d 2 f ( )g( )o o o ). See Supporting

Information (SI) Note 1 for more details. The spatial form ϵ(x,
s) of interest can be determined by applying an inverse Fourier
transform of ϵ̃(ω, s) or a discrete Fourier transform when the
function is represented as sampled points of the expansion field
(i.e., photothermal images). The major benefit of this form, the
function G̃udz

(|ω|, z, zo, s) is the solution to a system of ordinary
differential equations for each layer coupled via thermoelastic
conditions at each interface. The governing behavior of each
layer and coupling conditions at interfaces will be derived next.

■ DESCRIBING THE THERMOELASITY GOVERNING
BEHAVIOR

The governing equations for the thermoelastic response of a
sample subject to a point heat source (i.e., Green’s function) is
as follows46

+ + · =

=

T

T T
k

z z

u u

x

( ) ( ) ,

s 1
( , )

i i i i i i i

i
i

i
i

2

2
o

(3)

Here, for the ith layer of Figure 1, μI is the shear modulus, λi is
Lame’́s first parameter, αi is the thermal diffusivity, ki is the
thermal conductivity, ui is the displacement vector, and Ti is
the temperature. The parameter γi is a grouped term to
simplify the equations and equals (3λi + 2 μi) βi where βi is the
linear thermal expansion coefficient. Additionally, the inertia

term i t
u2

i
2 was omitted due to the small length scale of most

samples relative to acoustic wavelengths. The Green’s function
Gudz

from before is equal to ui • k̂ where k̂ is the unit vector in
the z-direction from Figure 1b. Solving for the displacement
vector field ui is often achieved through decomposition into
potential fields.46 Here, for simplicity, we will assume a
common form as follows

=ui i (4)

Here, we chose a reduced form of the Helmholtz
decomposition46 for simplicity with one scalar potential field.
Although this does not provide a general form, we will later
provide constraints to validate this choice. Applying this
decomposition to eq 3, the governing equations of thermo-
elasticity reduce to the following
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Here, mi is another grouped term equal to
+ 2

i

i i
. To complete

the model, we have to now consider 4 constraints that must be
satisfied at any interface between 2 dissimilar materials as
follows
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Here, for the ith layer, σi is the stress tensor, qi is the heat flux
vector, di is the depth of the interface between layers i and i+1,
and n̂ is the normal vector of said interface. The fields in
adjacent layers at each interface must have matching
temperature, heat flux, displacement, and stresses (along the
interface normal). To write these 4 conditions explicitly in
terms of the potential and temperature fields, we must first
write the stress tensor and heat flux vector for a thermoelastic
material defined as follows46
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(7)

Here, δ is the Kronecker delta, tr(ϵ) is the trace of tensor ϵ,
and ∇uT is the transpose of ∇u. Applying this definition in
cylindrical coordinates using eq 4, the conditions of eq 6 are as
follows
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For more details regarding this result, see SI note 1. At this
stage, we redefined the lateral coordinates x in cylindrical
coordiates with radius r due to the axis symmetry of this
problem. The scalar potential field ϕi defined previously does
not provide sufficient degrees of freedom to satisfy these
constraints. For simplicity, instead of defining additional
potential functions to satisfy these constraints exactly, for
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simplicity, we will assume each layer has constant shear
modulus μi. Provided this assumption, only two unique
interface conditions are now required for the scalar potential
field ϕi. Applying this assumption, the temperature and dilation
fields can be determined using the following system

=
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The solution to this system, although restricted to N-layer
film domains with constant shear modulus, provides a
complete system for characterizing relevant thermoelastic
effects in photothermal measurements, i.e., quantifying
temperature and vertical sample motion anywhere in the N-
layer sample in response to arbitrary distributions of IR
absorption. Although temperature can be solved directly from
eq 9), the potential ϕi currently depends on the temperature
field. One approach is to solve for the temperature and the
potential ϕi (as a function of temperature) separately and then
apply a convolution of the two to determine the Green’s
function relating ϕi directly to heat generation (i.e., IR
absorption); however, the final convolution will be difficult to
perform analytically. Instead, we can combine the two second
order systems into one-fourth order for a direct solution of ϕi

as follows
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Here, we used the first relation of eq 9 to eliminate
temperature from the governing equations. This system
describes the governing behavior for ϕi directly from heating
without the need to solve for temperature. Temperature can
then be determined easily with derivatives of the potential ϕi

using the first relation in eq 9 if desired. There are 4 more
conditions at z equal to zero and infinity to close these
equations defined as follows

| = =

| = =

=

=
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1 0

2

0
2

(11)

These conditions define a stress-free, perfectly insulating
surface with displacement and temperature fields that converge
to zero at infinite depth. The displacement field ui can be
computed directly using ϕi and eq 4 without the need to solve
for temperature. Temperature can be determined directly from
ϕi using ∇2ϕi = miTi.

■ DERIVATION OF THE PHOTOTHERMAL
EXPANSION GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

The proposed equations provide a complete model for
temperature and sample displacement for an N-layer film
half space with constant shear modulus. Hereafter, we will
restrict our analysis to vertical displacement solutions for
discussion purposes. The vertical displacement Green’s
solution can be determined by applying a 2D Fourier
transform to eq 10, resulting in the following
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The potential ϕ̃i is the frequency domain representation of
the scalar potential which is a function of spatial frequency
parameter ρ = |ω|. The delta function at plane zo on the right
can be treated as another interface if we change the interface
conditions from eq 10 to the following
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(13)

For more details into this result, see SI note 1. In short, we
applied the 2D Fourier transform to the interface conditions of
eq 10 and added an additional condition (represented by D) to
account for heat generation within a new interface created in
the heating layer (jth layer). This interface splits the heating
layer into two, increasing the total layer count by one. For
example, when the heating layer is the first layer, the first layer
is split into two separate layers increasing the total layer count
by 1 adding an interface that exhibits heat generation. In this
example, the “first” and “second” layer (two halves that were
split) have identical material properties but will incorporate
interface heating D since the δ11 = 1. The interface relation for
the new first and second layers is | = | += =B B Dz d z d21

1
2i i

whereas, for all other layers, δn1 = 0 and D is omitted. Subject
to this new geometry and interface condition, the governing
behavior of eq 12 now becomes homogeneous (i.e., no delta
source of heating within any layer). The general solution to the
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homogeneous form of eq 12 can now be written explicitly as
follows

= + + ++ +c c e c e c eei i
s z
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4 3 4 2
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4 1 4i i
2 2
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For more details, see SI note 1. The general solution results
in 4 * (n + 1) unknown coefficients defined as c for all the
layers of Figure 1c. The interface conditions of eq 13 provides
4n equations. The remaining four equations come from
conditions at the surface and infinite depth defined as follows
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The final vertical displacement Green’s function is a
piecewise description of these potential functions defined as
follows
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Here, the function H is the Heaviside step function. The
vertical displacement Green’s function solution can be
computed programmatically using symbolic math libraries in
Matlab or Mathematica.

■ SIMULATING PHOTOTHERMAL EXPANSION
MEASUREMENTS

Photothermal imaging techniques such as AFM-IR38−40 and IR
optical hybrid (IROH)47 microscopies demodulate the

harmonic expansion of the sample surface induced by IR
heating. The model proposed here can be adapted to describe
the harmonic amplitude and phase images produced by these
measurements by simply substituting the Laplace variable s for
iω where ω is the repetition rate of the laser in rad

s

Ä
Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É
Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑ.

Simulations can be conducted by defining a 3D matrix of
heating sampled in spatial coordinates. Here, we examine a
sample with Illinois and block-I absorbing features (i.e.,
sources of volumetric heating) as shown in Figure 2a.
Simulations of expansion can be conducted for samples of
this type following the schema in Figure 2b. The heating
matrix is converted to spatial frequency domain with a discrete
Fourier transform (DFT), multiplied by the Green’s function
(sampled at the same spatial frequencies as the heating matrix),
converted back to spatial coordinates with an inverse DFT, and
subsequently integrated along the z dimension. The amplitude
and phase images produced by a photothermal expansion lock-
in measurement are equal to the amplitude and phase of the
model output, respectively.

Figure 2c shows simulations of the vertical expansion
amplitude and phase at 200 kHz, 600 kHz, and 1800 kHz.
Here, the complex expansion was scaled by Laplace variable s =
i2πf to normalize each image by their DC component (raw
images are provided in SI note 2) and reveals several
interesting features of the sample response that are important
for photothermal detection. First, the recorded signal has a
frequency dependence that changes with the depth of the
absorbing feature resulting from thermal diffusion. For
example, the phase of the block I signal nearly disappears at
1800 kHz due to the low thermal diffusion length associated at
high frequencies. This suggests there is unique information
contained in the frequency dimension for distinguishing
material at different depths. Lateral resolution also appears to
become enhanced at higher frequencies which is more

Figure 2. Modeling harmonic expansion. (a) Schematic of simulated spatial domain with Illinois and block-I volumetric heat sources. (b)
Schematic of the simulation workflow. Here, 2D Fourier transforms are represented by x . (c) Thermal expansion amplitude (top row) and phase
(middle row) with outputs for 200 kHz, 600 kHz, and 1800 kHz for a PMMA film on a PMMA substrate (i.e., a PMMA half space). (d) Zoom
regions (bottom row) of the white box from (c).
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apparent in the zoom regions of Figure 2d. This is also
attributable to thermal diffusion, which depends on modu-
lation frequency. These subtle variations in expansion behavior
are potentially rich with useful depth information about the
sample; however, extracting this information is not straightfor-
ward. For example, provided the assumptions of a half-space
with constant material properties and a perfectly insulating
surface, expansion measurements cannot be used to distinguish
film-like absorbers at different depths. For film-like samples
that contain only DC spatial frequencies, expansion is simply
equal to the integral of temperature (or energy) applied to the
half space without any dependence on depth.39,47,48 Although
this energy spreads over time due to thermal diffusion, the
resulting expansion (or integral of energy in depth) remains
constant no matter the distribution of this energy within the
half space since this energy has no way to dissipate. This is
obviously not true in practice as acoustics, surface losses,
nonlinearities, and layered materials introduce additional,
unique relations between frequency and depth. It is unclear
whether the addition of these model elements would enable
depth sensing of films using detection configured to record
sample expansion. We note, for photothermal methods that
record signal proportional to temperature, such as temperature
dependent changes in optical scattering at interfaces,49 the DC
temperature signal produced by films may have unique depth
dependence allowing for recovery of film IR absorption at
different depths. Regardless, any inverse algorithm developed
to map IR absorption in 3D using photothermal expansion
would yield a passband of spatial frequencies and utilize the
subtle changes in lateral blurring and phase observed in Figure
2.

We note that similar behavior has been observed previously
as efforts to distinguish IR contrast at different depths using
modulation frequency have been previously successful.
Scanning near field optical microscopy (SNOM) techni-
ques,50−52 for example, harness different harmonic frequencies
using AFM tapping mode to distinguish scattered light from
surface and subsurface materials. As opposed to SNOM
methods, sensing photothermal effects for resolution enhance-
ment has several advantages. For instance, the penetration
depth is only dependent on the frequency, whereas SNOM
methods will ultimately be confined to depths proportional to
the radius of the AFM tip. This offers more tunability by
adjusting the pulsing frequency targeted to the desired depth
of interest. Additionally, the effects presented here are
independent of the detection method. We emphasize that
the same depth recovery methods can be described linearly
with analytical modeling shown here and applied directly to all
photothermal detection methods such as AFM and visible
microscopy. The relative simplicity of this mechanism and its
versatility offer significant potential for super resolution IR
imaging. To illustrate this potential, we examine the limiting
performance defined by this model compared to the
diffraction- or tip-limited cases next.

■ RESOLUTION LIMITS DICTATED BY THE
THERMOELASTIC RESPONSE

The diffraction limit defines the lowest spatial frequency that
can be measured from a distance with a conventional
microscope. This feature of an optical system is characterized
by the modulation transfer function (MTF) which describes
the magnitude of the amplitude of periodic features as a
function of spatial frequency. For an ideal, far-field, incoherent

imaging system with a circular pupil, the modulation transfer
function is defined as follows53
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Here, ρ is the spatial frequency in [rad/mm], w is the radius of
the circular pupil, zi is the image distance/focal length, and λ is
the wavelength in [1/mm]. Note, this formula is a piecewise
function that exhibits a finite limit to the propagation of spatial
frequencies at 2ρo due to the nature of far-field detection
where ρo is the optical cutoff frequency. Figure 3a below shows

a comparison between the far-field IR (red), far-field visible
(green), and thermoelastic effect-limited (blue) MTF curves.
Note, here, we are assuming the detection of the thermoelastic
response exhibits resolving potential well beyond far-field
diffraction limit such as detection of near-field thermoelastic
expansion using AFM-IR. The diffraction-limited absorption
(at 6 μm) for IR imaging shows the weakest resolving power of
the three and deviates from the thermoelastic limit rapidly, as
expected. Interestingly, for visible detection, the thermoelastic
limit at this modulation frequency allows for nearly optical-
limited tracking of the spatial frequencies. The thermoelastic
MTF itself does not exhibit a sharp, limiting cutoff frequency
as with the far-field measurements. This makes defining
resolution of a photothermal system different than traditional

Figure 3. Thermoelasticity resolution limits. (a) Modulation transfer
functions (MTF) of far-field IR optics (red), visible optics (green),
and thermoelastic response (blue). IR and visible optics were
simulated using 10 μm and 600 nm light respectively with NA =
0.7. Thermoelastic response was simulated using geometry from
Figure 2 at 500 kHz for a surface point absorber. (b) Same
thermoelastic simulation from (a) of two 200 nm diameter beads
separated by 200 nm. (c) Line profiles across the beads along dashed
line from (b) with the thermoelastic simulation (blue) and
simulations of far-field optical transfer function (OTF) for wave-
lengths 600 nm (green) and 6 μm (red). Plots are normalized to
maximum and offset for clarity. (d) Same geometry as (b) with
heating defined only at z = 0 with distribution shown here. (e)
Expansion amplitude plus noise using heating from (d). (f) and (g)
Wiener deconvolution of expansion from (e) assuming zero noise and
noise, respectively. For error free measurements with heating confined
to an infinitesimal thin layer, all spatial frequencies of heating Q can
be recovered.
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optical systems that incorporate the Rayleigh criteria, as is
common for far-field optical detection and is the basis for an
opportunity to exceed diffraction limits from visible or IR light.

For near-field detection, using an AFM tip for example, the
lack of a sharp cutoff frequency suggests the possibility of
arbitrary IR resolution up to physical limits of the detection.
For instance, Figure 3b shows a simulation of the thermoelastic
response of two beads spaced 100 nm apart, revealing
expansion amplitude signal with a minimum at their midpoint.
This same dip is not present in simulations of far-field
measurements of a visible microscope shown in the green plot
of Figure 3c even though both have similar spread in signal. In
this case, quantifying resolution based on the spread in signal
(i.e., the Rayleigh criteria) would underestimate the potential
of photothermal detection methods. Although the magnitude
of the dip will decrease linearly with the gap distance following
the roll-off of the TE limited MTF curve from Figure 3a, it will
never be identically zero for finite gaps. Thus, for a system with
an infinitesimally small detector, infinite SNR, and zero
measurement error; two absorbers can be resolved to any
spacing. In practice, however, the resolution will be limited by
noise and sources of measurement error such as AFM probe
coupling effects.38,39 This can be shown with a simple
simulation in which heating Q is recovered by deconvolution
of the simulated expansion. Here, for clarity, we will assume
heating is confined to an infinitesimal thin layer located at a
finite depth (such as an ultrathin sectioned samples). Figure 3d
shows a “cross-section” through the center of the original
beads applied to the z = 0 plane of the domain with no heating
elsewhere. Figure 3e is the resulting expansion amplitude with
additional noise typically observed in measurements. Although
the noise appears negligible, its effect on recovering the fine,
∼100 nm features is significant. Figure 3f and g show the
Wiener deconvolution of the expansion measurements for
noiseless and noisy measurements, respectively. Simulations
here show that error free photothermal measurements have the
potential for recovering IR absorption to arbitrary spatial
frequencies (resolution) but are highly limited by noise and
other measurement error.

For photothermal techniques that rely on far-field optical
detection instead of sharp AFM tips, thermoelastic modeling
can still provide enhancement in resolution. For instance,
recovery of depth information using the frequency/depth
relation could be harnessed with optical readout to reduce out-
of-focus contrast akin to the difference between confocal and
bright field detection. Beyond this effect, it is likely not possible
improve image resolution beyond the sharp cutoff frequency of
far-field detection without additional information or methods
such as hyperspectral data or structured illumination,
respectively. Regardless the choice of detection, achieving
these ultimate resolution limits requires accurate modeling of
the thermoelastic response and an accurate relation to the
detected signal. Here, we derived a pseudogeneral, N-layer
thermoelastic half space model to highlight the potential
benefits of photothermal imaging modalities. While this model
significantly advances our understanding, we also note that it is
incomplete. One major assumption made in this analysis is the
restriction of constant shear modulus to satisfy the stress
conditions at interfaces between layers. Introducing arbitrary
shear modulus (allowing for arbitrary layered materials) would
require an additional potential function that couples with ϕi for
a general solution. Regardless, the resolution limits and
frequency/depth dependence ideas proposed here would not

change with this addition. Similarly, more complex optical
schemes for illumination and sensing may be used to sense the
photothermal response. It is anticipated that this model can
serve as a starting point for such future expansions of the
theory for subdiffraction IR photothermal imaging.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Photothermal spectroscopic techniques show great promise for
surpassing the diffraction limited resolution of conventional
far-field IR imaging. Unlocking the ultimate resolution
potential of these methods requires understanding the
behavior of the thermoelastic fields and understanding how
the detection relates to these fields. Here, we describe a general
analytical model for the out-of-plane expansion and temper-
ature in an N-layer film between 2 half space domains to
capture the thermoelastic response of most photothermal
methods today. With this model, the frequency dependent
behavior was shown qualitatively through simulated samples
and resolution limits were explored by comparing the MTF
curves of thermoelastic and far-field optical responses. While
optical methods are limited by diffraction, AFM detection
methods have the potential to record much higher resolution
and can be enhanced further through modeling provided high-
quality measurements. When paired with high quality photo-
thermal measurements, this analytical understanding can help
push the limits of resolution to explore ever smaller features in
chemical imaging.
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